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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss the use of the Border Gateway Protocol, version 4 (BGP4), to
exchange Quality of Service (QoS) information between domains. The propagation of this
information across autonomous systems should contribute to the dynamic computation and
the selection of routes that will participate in the enforcement of end-to-end QoS policies.
This paper proposes the use of an additional BGP4 attribute, named the QOS_NLRI attribute,
which will explicitly convey the QoS information related to the reachability of (a set of)
destination IP prefixes, so that it may influence the BGP route selection process accordingly.
We also present the preliminary results of a simulation work that aims at not only validating
the technical feasibility of the approach, but also the scalability and the stability of an IP
network, where the BGP route flapping conditions could easily be affected by the processing
of such information.
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1. Introduction
The Internet is becoming a privileged support for a wide range of IP service offerings, ranging
from dial-up access to more sophisticated offers, such as Virtual Private Networks. The
success of some of these services is now conditioned by the ability of the service provider to
commit on the provisioning of a guaranteed level of quality, which will possibly be negotiated
with the customer, depending on the network resource availability, among other
considerations.
The capacity of a service provider to manage the network resources he's responsible of
according to the QoS requirements of his customers has recently yielded some investigation in
the field of intra-domain traffic engineering (see [1], for example), where most of the effort is
currently focused on the exploitation of the implicit traffic engineering capabilities of MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS, [2]).
Nevertheless, the concept of a multi-service Internet raises several issues as far as the
provisioning of end-to-end quality of service over multiple domains is concerned. Indeed, it is
not only a matter of exchanging QoS information between domains, but also a question of
QoS policies, which may dramatically differ from one domain to another. Furthermore, the
actual enforcement of a given QoS policy based upon an agreed (and ideally standardized) set
of QoS parameters may differ from one domain to another.
On the other hand, the BGP protocol ([3]) has been used for the last decade or so to exchange
reachability information between autonomous systems, based upon the manipulation of a set
of attributes to describe the characteristics of a route that leads to a given destination. This
inter-domain routing protocol has become a de facto standard for exchanging route
information between the domains of the Internet, and we believe that BGP represents one of

the key components for the enforcement of end-to-end QoS policies, whereas QoS
information could be propagated throughout the Internet by means of a specific attribute,
hence possibly influencing the BGP route selection process for the computation of trafficengineered paths.
This paper describes the contents and the use of the so-called "QOS_NLRI" attribute ([4]) that
will be conveyed by BGP UPDATE messages. It also presents the preliminary results of a
simulation work that will be pursued to better qualify the scalability of this approach.
The paper is organized as follows:
•

Section 2 introduces some discussion on the motivation for exchanging and processing
QoS information between domains,

•

Section 3 depicts the overall approach that relies upon the use of the QOS_NLRI attribute
and discusses basic operation,

•

Section 4 presents the preliminary simulation results that aim at reflecting the technical
feasibility of the approach,

•

Finally a concluding section depicts the remaining issues, and how they should be
addressed within the context of an ongoing simulation and development work.

2. Motivation for exchanging QoS information between domains
Value-added IP service offerings that are likely to be deployed over the Internet often imply
the negotiation of QoS requirements between a customer and a provider, customers possibly
being providers themselves. Such QoS information includes parameters like one-way transit
delays, inter-packet delay variations, loss rates, etc. ([5]), and they can be inferred by a
DiffServ Code Point (DSCP, [6]) marking indication, so that a given destination (an IP prefix
or a host) could be reachable by different routes, depending on the level of quality both
customer and provider have agreed upon.
The enforcement of end-to-end QoS policies is therefore conditioned by the provisioning of
resources across domains. The characteristics of these resources will have to comply as much
as possible with contractual QoS requirements, which means that the routers involved in the
forwarding of the corresponding traffic should be aware of this QoS information, so that it
might influence their routing decisions accordingly.
The following figure depicts an example where a standard BGP decision process, based on the
contents of the AS_PATH attribute, would yield the selection of a route to Network A with
transit delay characteristics that appear sub-optimal, when compared to other options.
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Figure 1: sub-optimal route selection to network A.

Indeed, from router R' perspective, the "route to network A" announcements sent by its two
peering points (one BGP peer belonging to AS#2, the other one belonging to AS#4) would
lead to the selection of the route (marked in bold type in the above figure) through AS#4,
because of the contents of the respective AS_PATH attributes (the UPDATE message coming
from AS#2 would indicate AS#2, AS#3 and AS#5 as the domains to cross to reach network
A, while the UPDATE message coming from AS#4 would contain AS#4 and AS#5 only).
If we now assume that the selected route to network A experiences a 150 milliseconds transit
delay, while a route that would cross AS#2, AS#3 and AS#5 experiences a 100 milliseconds
transit delay, then the route that has been selected by router R according to the standard BGP
decision process is a sub-optimal choice from this specific QoS parameter perspective.
Generally speaking, the BGP attributes that have been specified so far enable the enforcement
of a high-level sort of inter-domain routing policy, where service providers can influence the
selection of the adjacent domain to reach a given destination. Nevertheless, this is the kind of
information that cannot be propagated across domains, and that currently lacks of "QoSrelated" knowledge, based on the parameters that have been introduced in the beginning of
this section.
We believe there is a need for a finer granularity, where service providers would have the
ability to exchange information about the classes of service they currently support, the
destination prefixes that can be reached by means of traffic-engineered routes that have been
computed and selected within their domain, as well as any kind of QoS indication that may
contribute to the enforcement of end-to-end QoS policies.
From this perspective, the BGP4 protocol appears to be a possible vector for conveying QoS
information between domains.
3. An approach to inter-domain traffic engineering
3.1. Requirements
The choice of using the BGP4 protocol for exchanging QoS information between domains is
not only motivated by the fact this is currently the only inter-domain (routing) protocol
activated in the Internet, but also because the manipulation of attributes is a powerful means
for service providers to announce QoS information with the desired level of precision. The
approach presented in this paper relies upon the use of an additional attribute, and has
identified the following requirements:
•

Keep the approach scalable. The scalability of the approach can be defined in many ways
that include the convergence time to reach a consistent view of the network connectivity,
the number of route entries that will have to be maintained by a BGP peer, the dynamics
of the route announcement mechanism (e.g., how frequently and under which conditions
should an UPDATE message containing QoS information be sent?), etc.

•

Keep the BGP4 protocol operation unchanged. The introduction of a new attribute should
not affect the way the protocol operates, but the information contained in this attribute
may very well influence the BGP route selection process.

•

Allow for a smooth migration. The use of a specific BGP attribute to convey QoS
information should not constrain network operators to migrate the whole installed base at
once, but rather help them in gradually deploying the QoS information processing
capability.

3.2. The QOS_NLRI attribute
The proposed approach relies upon an additional BGP4 attribute, named the QOS_NLRI
(QoS Network Layer Reachability Information) attribute. The QOS_NLRI attribute is an
optional and transitive attribute, whose format is depicted in figure 2.
QoS Information Code (1 octet)
QoS Information Sub-code (1 octet)
QoS Information Value (2 octets)
QoS Information Origin (1 octet)
Address Family Identifier (2 octets)
Subsequent Address Family Identifier (1 octet)
Network Address of Next Hop (4 octets)
Network Layer Reachability Information (variable length)
Figure 2: the QOS_NLRI attribute.
The contents of the QOS_NLRI attribute ([4]) have been designed so that:
•

There should be enough room to convey any kind of QoS information. The QoS
information that has been identified so far includes transit delay information, loss rate,
bandwidth information and Per Hop Behavior (PHB, [7]) identification,

•

The QoS information is tightly related to the destination prefixes that are contained in the
NLRI field of the attribute, so as to allow for a route-level granularity (instead of an ASlevel granularity, as mentioned in section 2),

•

The QoS information can be associated to other network protocols than IPv4, including its
version 6 ([8]) whose header format includes implicit traffic engineering capabilities that
should allow for an even finer level of granularity.

3.3. Basic operation
The QOS_NLRI attribute is conveyed in BGP UPDATE messages that are exchanged
between peers of different domains. BGP routers that are capable of processing the
information contained in the QOS_NLRI attribute can provide this indication to their peers by
means of the Capabilities Advertisement mechanism, as defined in [9].
By processing the QoS information contained in the QOS_NLRI attribute, we basically mean
that:
•

The QoS information can be altered as long as it traverses the Internet. For example, oneway transit delay information can be modified by means of additive operation, whenever
the information is propagated hop-by-hop between domains,

•

The QoS information can actually influence the BGP route selection process.

Because it is an optional and transitive attribute, the QOS_NLRI attribute will be propagated
across domains, even though there may be peers along the path that are unable to process the
information conveyed in the attribute. In this case, the Partial bit of the attribute will be set by
such peers, meaning that the information propagated by the attribute is incomplete.
How the QOS_NLRI attribute is actually fulfilled is clearly out of the scope of this paper,
although one can think of many means, including:
•

The use of a classical redistribution scheme, where traffic engineered routes that have
been computed within a domain thanks to the use of an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP)

with traffic engineering capabilities (like those defined in [10], for example) will be
redistributed into BGP,
•

The use of dynamic provisioning schemes, like the one depicted in [11],

•

The use of protocols such as the One Way Delay measurement Protocol (OWDP, [12]) for
the actual measurement of specific QoS indicators like transit delays,

•

The use of specific counters, like the SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol,
[13]) interface counters that can provide statistical information on the perceived
bandwidth of a given link, for example.

4. Simulation work
4.1. Principles
The simulation work aims at validating the technical feasibility of the approach (hence
qualifying the added value introduced by the use of the QOS_NLRI attribute). It is also
intended to focus on the scalability of the approach, within the context of the enforcement of
inter-domain traffic engineering policies.
The preliminary results of this simulation are presented in this section of the paper, and they
have been obtained thanks to the following two-step procedure:
•

Model a BGP peer that has the ability to process the information conveyed in the
QOS_NLRI attribute, so as to influence the route selection process.

•

Model an IP network composed of several autonomous systems, each AS being composed
of several BGP peers. Some of them have the ability to process the information conveyed
in the QOS_NLRI attribute (as per section 3.3), the others don't.

From a simulation perspective, the aforementioned QoS-based route selection process is
currently based upon the manipulation of the Partial bit of the attribute, together with a
specific kind of QoS information, which is the one-way transit delay.
Upon receipt of an UPDATE message that contains the QOS_NLRI attribute, BGP peers will
first check the contents of the Loc_RIB (Local Routing Information Base) to see if a route
already exists towards the destination described in the NLRI field of the attribute. If not, the
route described in the QOS_NLRI attribute will be installed in the peer's routing table. If yes,
the route selection process has been designed as follows:
•

If both routes are said to be either incomplete (Partial bit has been set) or complete (Partial
bit is unset), the route with the lowest delay will be selected,

•

Otherwise, a route with the Partial bit unset is always preferred over any other route, even
if this (complete) route reflects a higher transit delay.

If ever both Partial bit and transit delay information are not sufficient to make a decision, the
standard BGP decision process (according to the breaking ties mechanism depicted in [3]) is
performed.
4.2. Preliminary results
The following table reflects the first results obtained from a simulation network composed of
9 autonomous systems and 20 BGP peers. Three parameters have been taken into account:
•

The percentage of BGP peers that have the ability to process the information conveyed in
the QOS_NLRI attribute,

The transit delays "observed" (and artificially simulated) on each transmission link: the
higher the delays, the lower the percentage of serviced QoS requirements,

•

The QoS requirements themselves, expressed in terms of delay: as such, the strongest
requirements (i.e. the lowest delays) have less chance to be satisfied.

Percentage of satisfied requirements

•
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Figure 3: preliminary results of QOS_NLRI-capable peer simulation.
Figure 3 shows the impact of the introduction of QOS_NLRI-capable peers in the network,
where the enhanced route selection process results in an increase of the percentage of satisfied
QoS requirements, especially in the region where these requirements are stronger.
While this figure demonstrates the technical feasibility of the approach, the results presented
here remain obviously preliminary, as discussed in the next section.
5. Conclusion
Although the results presented in the previous section are encouraging, this BGP4-based
approach to inter-domain traffic engineering raises issues that remain un-addressed, like the
scalability of the approach and the QoS route aggregation capabilities of enhanced BGP peers,
so that its introduction in operational networks remain compliant with the requirements and
directions that have been identified in [14].
The simulation work is currently ongoing with the manipulation of other QoS information
(like the PHB identification), as well as a strong focus on the qualification of the scalability.
This paper has presented a possible approach to inter-domain traffic engineering, which has
proven its feasibility without modifying the BGP state machine as described in [3]. It allows
smooth migration strategies because of the transitive nature of the QOS_NLRI attribute as
well as the preservation of a BGP backward compatibility.
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